The Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse hovers vertically in mid-air, within a sleek, dimly lit corridor awash in a neon green glow.

Text appears: Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed

The scene transitions stylishly to reveal the video title.

Text appears: Engineered with legends

A trio of Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mice streak past the camera in rapid succession.

Text appears: Made with & trusted by pros

The camera shifts to focus on a quote, featured alongside a profile shot of an esports professional.

Text appears: The shape feels amazing and comfortable to hold, Larssen, KOI, LEC Summer 2022 Champion

The camera cuts to a packed tournament arena with fans cheering wildly as a team of esports athletes take the spotlight.

The camera transitions to a quote, featured alongside a profile shot of an esports professional.

Text appears: Perfectly balanced and shaped – a true extension of my arm, Buzz, DRX, VCT Korea 2022 Champion

The camera cuts to a packed tournament arena with fans cheering enthusiastically.

The scene transitions to a close up shot of the Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse's body, gliding slowly along its curvature.

Text appears: Smooth-touch finish

The scene transitions to a close up shot of Razer’s Focus Pro optical mouse sensor, with a blazing red beam of light cutting through it.

Text appears: Razer Focus Pro 30k Optical Sensor

The scene transitions to a top-down shot of the Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse as a luminescent streak of light encircles the mouse and traces a glowing, radiant circle around it.

Text appears: Up to 280 hours of battery life

The scene transitions to a top-down shot of the Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse alongside a Razer Blade laptop. The Razer HyperSpeed USB Dongle flies into the laptop’s USB port. The dongle emits a striking green beam of light that connects itself to the mouse.

Text appears: Razer HyperSpeed Wireless. Lag-free gaming.

The scene transitions to a shot of a Type-C cable connecting to the Razer HyperPolling Wireless Dongle.

Text appears: Upgradable to 4000 Hz polling rate, *dongle and cable sold separately
We see a fiery glowing beam of neon green light striking out from the Razer HyperPolling Wireless Dongle and connecting itself to the Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse.

Text appears: Razer HyperPolling Wireless, *dongle and cable sold separately

The camera transitions to a shot of the Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed gaming mouse hovering vertically in mid-air, within a sleek, dimly lit corridor bathed in a neon green glow.

Text appears: Razer Viper V3 HyperSpeed

Razer logo appears.